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Introduction to Karmic Astrology

The effects of past life experiences can carry over into your current life, accounting for interests, habits, even

phobias which would defy explanation by conventional methods.

This report examines possible past life connections using astrological methods. It is not intended to be taken as a

complete interpretation of your birth chart; it looks at your chart from only one perspective.

It is written in simple language, avoiding the use of astrological terms as much as possible. For the interest of

students of astrology, relevant astrological references are made at the top of each section.

There are certain factors which indicate a need to seek further answers through past life regression. If you find

reference to this within your chart, you may discover that your spiritual growth will be enhanced by using this

method. (Note: Individuals with a number of these indicators in the chart have probably already experienced

spontaneous regressions.)

Not all charts will indicate a need for regressions. If your report does not indicate such a need, then it is most likely

that discovering your past lives through regression is of little interest to you this time around.
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Chapter 1:  Most Important Prior Life Experiences

In traditional astrology, the Twelfth House represents your self-undoing, hidden matters and the subconscious

process. It is believed that we carry karmic memories in our subconscious, and that these subconscious memories

can undermine our current life efforts.

When we remove the walls created by subconscious fears and guilt, we find that the path to personal

transformation lies beyond.

If, in your chapter you find a number of descriptions of planets placed in your twelfth house, consider exploring

your hidden self through past life regression.

12th house cusp in Aquarius

You have high ideals about social issues and humankind. You fear losing your friends, so you keep your real

opinions and feelings hidden. Learn to confide in and support your friends, and they will do likewise for you in

your time of need.

Look for a significant prior lifetime where you went against convention and expressed yourself in a free and

unhindered manner. You may have had a prior life as a social worker, union organizer, scientist, political activist,

academic or have participated in revolt or uprising. In ancient times you may have been an astrologer or alchemist.

You may have been ostracized or imprisoned for your beliefs or actions.

Aquaruius 12th House, Pisces Rising

You are intuitive, sympathetic and adaptable. In your prior life you freed yourself from social conventions and in

this lifetime you can free your soul to reach great heights of spiritual awareness.

Saturn in 12th House

You chose a solitary prior life, as a hermit or in a cloistered environment, so you would not have to face the harsh

realities of the outside world. In this life, you hide your feelings of inadequacy by avoiding solitude, putting on a

smile to the public. Although you are outgoing and sociable, you may have difficulties dealing with authority

figures.

KARMIC LESSON:  Once you overcome the fear of being alone, you may find that you actually enjoy your own

company, especially when working on a specific goal or project.
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Chapter 2:  Saturn (The Great Teacher)

The source of many of our self-imposed restrictions can be found in the placement of the planet Saturn. The

location of Saturn in a horoscope represents the area of life where we have to learn the greatest lessons. It is

through these lessons that we grow and improve.

Just like your least liked teacher in school, Saturn's lessons require hard work and self-discipline. And like the

lessons from that teacher, Saturn's lessons are not easily forgotten. The lessons you learn help you to find order

and security in your current life.

When a lesson from a prior life was not learned, you can experience inexplicable guilt or self-restriction.

Exploration of the unlearned lessons of Saturn can free you to use all of your natural talents.

Saturn in 12th House

You have a serious interest in the psychology of people and can dedicate yourself to menial work or creative

endeavors. You have a strong yearning for spiritual fulfillment and may find great solace in the service of

humankind.

You may have spent a prior life in prison, a convent (monastery) or as a recluse. You may have been the victim of

treachery of others, which forced you into hiding. If you were in a position of power, then karmic guilt can render

you immobile when you have the opportunity to make advancement to a position resembling your previous one.

On the positive side, you are able to use your inner strength to learn your karmic lessons and develop your

spiritual nature. You seek the company of others out of love of humanity, instead of the fear of loneliness.

On the negative side, you may fear success, recognition and public displays of emotion. Your body may express

your prior life's fears in the form of allergies, immune system dysfunction or as phobias. The karmic issues must

be resolved in order for you to experience health and success.

THIS PLACEMENT INDICATES A STRONG NEED FOR PAST LIFE REGRESSION.

Saturn Opposition Moon:

Emotional reserve was necessary for your survival in a prior lifetime. This time around you are still feeling that

restraint. Sometimes, you find it difficult to express your emotions to others, causing you to feel very isolated and

lonely. Learn to have faith in your own abilities and trust your intuition. Development of your personal philosophy

will help to provide a sense of emotional security.

Saturn Opposition Mercury:

Mental discipline in a prior lifetime caused you much stress. In your current life you still demonstrate your

analytical and organizational ability through your diligent work habits. You may have difficulties relaxing, and

sometimes you feel unable to express your ideas to others. Learn the importance balancing work and recreation,

for optimum health.
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Saturn Opposition Neptune:

In prior lifetimes, you sacrificed your ideals in favor of the pursuit of material success. This time, you feel that

there is a void to be filled. Advancement for the purpose of material gains, power and leadership, when once

achieved, does not provide the satisfaction you assumed it would. Learn to balance your material desires with your

inner (spiritual) needs.
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Chapter 3:  Jupiter (Your Karmic Gifts)

Personal karma is not necessarily negative. You bring to this life certain talents and interest which enable you to

expand your horizons. Often overlooked for its karmic value, the placement of the planet Jupiter in your chart can

tell you about your karmic gifts.

Jupiter describes spiritual rewards as well as the area of your current life where you may experience material

gains.

The lesson of Jupiter is best described as the acceptance of the law of karma. The rewards you reap in this life

time come from your prior life's good deeds, and your future benefits (this life or another) are the rewards of your

present fair dealings and generosity.

Jupiter in Sagittarius

Philosophy, higher learning and travel expand your horizons. You may have spent prior lifetimes in a variety of

cultures.

Remain unbiased and tolerant of others opinions and share judiciously your philosophical insights. Your past life

as a philosopher or religious leader is reflected in your deep interest in philosophical and religious thought.

Jupiter in 9th House

You love travel, foreign countries, higher education and philosophic thought. In a prior life you were prominent in

a traditional religious organization and your progressive and tolerant attitudes helped to bring a sense of humanity

to the organization. Your gift from the prior life is that of continued tolerance and broad-mindedness.

Jupiter Square Moon:

In a prior life you found emotional and physical security based on your unquestioning faith in a rigid religious

doctrine and strong devotion to a parent. This time around, you may feel the need to develop your own unique

philosophy or again you may be attracted to an authoritarian religion, a cult or a guru. Parents or the parental

home may be a source of stress.

Jupiter Square Mercury:

In a prior life, verbal indiscretions undermined your self-esteem. This time, you may have a tendency to "put your

foot in your mouth" while attempting to impress others with your verbal skills. Learn to laugh at your mistakes.

Attempts to hide your errors can compound them with larger ones.

Jupiter Square Venus:

Idealistic romantic notions kept you from establishing partnerships in your prior lifetimes. The possibility of that

perfect love was always in your dreams. The residue of your prior life's habits, if left unchecked, may keep you

from establishing a meaningful relationship or from working to maintain what you already have.
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Jupiter Square Neptune:

You had a great capacity for spiritual understanding in prior lifetimes, which you either denied or exploited. This

karmic memory has left you confused about the real nature of empathy and compassion. This time, you are again

blessed with psychic ability, empathy and the power of imagination. Learn to accept your abilities as gifts and take

responsibility for the proper or improper use of your talents.
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Chapter 4: Nodes of the Moon (Your Karmic Doorways)

The point on a horoscope chart called the North Node of the Moon is not actually a planet, but can be thought of

as a doorway from your current life to your future. And, its opposite point (the South Node of the Moon) can be

thought of as a doorway from your past life to your current one.

These two sensitive points can show you what goals you are concerned with in this life and what habits from prior

lives are holding you back from reaching those goals.

North Node of the Moon in Capricorn

Receiving nurturing and sustenance was your major concern in prior lifetimes. You relied on others to provide for

your needs. You allowed yourself to remain the perpetual child. Although being childlike can be very endearing,

your prior childish behavior emotionally drained those around you.

In this lifetime you are a very sympathetic person, listening to other people's problems and taking them very

personally. You hold on to these problems, along with your own, making the psychic burden you carry through life

very heavy.

Possible prior lifetimes include being a farmer's wife, nurse, veterinarian or domestic servant. You also may have

been an invalid or physically handicapped.

In order to maintain the balance between your two karmic doorways, you need to develop responsibility to yourself

and to others. Most important is the development of your sense of personal identity. When you learn to let go of

the failures and slights you have experienced in the past, and go on with your life, you will finally be able to rid

yourself of your excess baggage and leap forward with great achievements.
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Chapter 5: Planets in Retrograde (Reversed Energies)

Planets in a horoscope chart which are marked as being in retrograde motion, hide or reverse the true energy of

that planet.

From a perspective of past life experiences, this usually means that some experience in a prior lifetime was so

negative that the individual refuses to use that planetary energy in any manner.

Saturn Retrograde

You have a great deal of inner reserve. You are very serious about completing everything you start, sometimes

when better judgment would recommend abandoning a project. You have always appeared mature beyond your

years.

In a prior life, you avoided or were unable to fulfill your responsibilities, thus leaving many things undone or

partially complete.

Your lesson in this lifetime is complete your projects and live up to your responsibilities. You have a great deal of

wisdom from prior life experiences which will help you to teach others the value of completion.

Uranus Retrograde

Outwardly, you may look very conventional. Inwardly, you are unconventional. You may express your uniqueness

through your ideas or your behavior. Your ideas are often so far into the future that others find you difficult to

understand. You may find it difficult to stay in one place for long, or at one job, or have the same friends for long.

You are in a constant state of flux, but it is directed to your inner (spiritual) being.

In a prior life, you may have exercised your freedom, without concern for the feelings or welfare of others. You

may have been a revolutionary or just in the avant-garde.

Your lesson in this lifetime is to carry yourself and others forward, but with a gentler touch. Progress and

advancement can be achieved when people want it, not when it is forced upon them.
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Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time of your birth. For the benefit of

students of astrology, these positions, along with other technical information, are listed below:

Sun 25 Leo 59 Neptune 15 Vir 44

Moon 19 Vir 14 Pluto 27 Can 46

Mercury 18 Vir 14 Asc. 28 Pis 59

Venus  9 Vir 58 MC 29 Sag 23

Mars  5 Leo 39 2nd cusp  8 Tau 18

Jupiter 14 Sag 41 3rd cusp  6 Gem 19

Saturn 20 Pis 52 5th cusp 22 Can 23

Uranus  9 Tau 35 6th cusp 20 Leo 05

Tropical  Placidus   Standard time observed

GMT: 04:02:00   Time Zone: 8 hours West

Lat. and Long. of birth: 34 N 01 10 118 W 29 25

Aspects and orbs:

Conjunction :   8  Deg  00  Min

Opposition :   8  Deg  00  Min

Square :   6  Deg  00  Min

Trine :   6  Deg  00  Min

Sextile :   6  Deg  00  Min


